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Dr. Dain Heer is a best selling author and an 
internationally renowned speaker and facilitator of 
consciousness and change. For over 14 years now, Dain 
has been inviting people worldwide to embrace their 
true greatness—people from every culture, country, 
age and social strata of society. Originally trained as a 
chiropractor, he has a completely different approach to 
healing by facilitating people to tap into and recognise 
their own abilities and knowing. 

Dain grew up in the ghetto in Los Angles. He was the 
only white face within 5 miles of where he grew up. He 
didn’t see the difference between him and others and 
still doesn’t.  In his early age he was constantly exposed 
to mental, physical, emotional, sexual and monetary 
abuse. How ever he never  chose to be a victim; even 
after all the abuse he suffered. Along the way Dain 
discovered personal transformation, allowance, courage, 
and resilience. He has learned to transform life’s 
challenges into a gift of strength. In the end, what came 
forward was the kindness, which is still him. 

Over time Dain recognized he had the ability to 
assist people to  heal themselves from a position that 
no one has ever chosen.  In his talks and workshops, 
he uses a unique set of tools and provides step by step 
energetic processes to get people out of the answers, 
conclusions and judgments that are keeping them stuck 
in a cycle of no choice and no change – leading them 
into the moments of awe that have the power to change 
anything.      

Today Dain is the co-creator of Access Consciousness, 
a world-wide modality now in 173 countries that 
empowers people to know that they know. He has 
become an internationally recognized thought leader 
in transforming lives and is most known for the 
transformational process he has developed — The 
Energetic Synthesis of Being. He invites people to more 
consciousness from total allowance, caring, humor and 
a phenomenal knowing.  His most recent book “Being 
You, Changing the World”  was published in 2011 has 
been translated into many different languages.

MEET DR. DAIN HEER

facebook.com/DrDainHeer twitter.com/dr_dainheer youtube.com/drdainheer instagram.com/dainheer

CONNECT WITH DR DAIN:

What if you, truly being you, 
is the gift and the change 
this world requires? 

– Dr Dain Heer
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Dr. Dain Heer egy örömöt kereső, valóságot görbítő író, motivációs 
előadó és változásteremtő, aki az életről, a tudatosságról és az 
alkotásról vallott provokatív nézőpontjairól ismert világszerte. 
Dr. Heer több, mint 20 éve járja a világot, megosztva egyedi 
meglátásait a kapcsolatokról, a pénzről, a testtel való munkáról, 
a boldogságról és a tudatosságról. A könyvein, workshopjain, 
cikkein és médiamegjelenésein keresztül Dr. Heer megerősíti az 
embereket – bármely kultúrához, országhoz, korosztályhoz és 
társadalmi réteghez tartozzanak is – abban, hogy megalkossák 
azt az életet, pénzügyi helyzetet és kapcsolatokat, amelyekre 
igazán vágynak.

Dr. Heer társalapítója az Access Consciousnessnek, amely egy, 
immár több, mint 173 országban gyakorolt személyes fejlődési 
irányzat. Hatalmas és elkötelezett követőbázisa van a közösségi 
médiában, napi szinten több százezer embert ér el az élő 
tanfolyamain és online prezentációin keresztül, valamint milliós 
nézettsége van a YouTube-on.

Mivel eredetileg kiropraktőrként végzett, kifejlesztette a 
gyógyítás egy teljesen egyedi megközelítését: megerősíti és 
inspirálja az embereket, hogy lépjenek bele és ismerjék fel a saját 
képességeiket és tudásukat.

Dr. Heer szintén úttörő abban, hogy megérti a finom energiákat 
és azok hatásait a változásra, az egészségre és jólétre, és 
kifejlesztette saját módszerét, amely A létezés energetikai 
szintézise (ESB) néven ismert.

Minden ESB kezelés egyedi, attól függően, hogy a kezelt 
személynek mire van szüksége és mit kér. De általánosságban az 
érzelmi és energetikai „átalakulásokról” szól, amelyek a finom 
kézmozdulatok és szóbeli processzek alkalmazása nyomán 
jelennek meg. „Ekkor az történik, hogy az emberek elkezdenek 
egyfajta békét érzékelni; megtalálnak egy olyan teret, ahol 
minden létezik, és semmit nem kell megítélni” – Dr. Dain Heer

Los Angeles gettójában felnőve folyamatos mentális, fizikai, 
érzelmi, szexuális és pénzügyi bántalmazásnak volt kitéve kicsi 
korától kezdve. Ennek ellenére sohasem választotta azt, hogy 
áldozat legyen. Ehelyett felfedezte a személyes átalakulás, a 
megengedés, a bátorság és a rugalmasság erejét. Megtanulta, 
hogyan alakítsa át az élet kihívásait az erő ajándékává. 
Mindenekelőtt pedig felfedezte, hogy a benne rejlő, másokkal való 
mélységes törődés sohasem tűnt el.

Idővel Dr. Heer felfedezte, hogy képes megerősíteni az embereket 
abban, hogy meggyógyítsák magukat azáltal, hogy a gyógyítást 
egy új és erőteljes módon közelítette meg. Az előadásaiban és 
workshopjain egyedi eszközöket használ, és lépésről-lépésre 
bemutatott energetikai eljárásokat, amivel az embereket 
kimozdítja a következtetésekből és ítélkezésből, amelyek benne 
tartják őket a „nincs választás és nincs változás” ördögi körében 
– elvezetve őket azokhoz a csodás pillanatokhoz, amelyekben 
bármi meg tud változni.

Dr. Heer lelkes vállalkozó és jótékony üzleti vezető. Társalapítója 
különböző üzleti vállalkozások széles palettájának, beleértve 
El Lugart, egy üdülőt Costa Ricán, amely biodinamikus 
földgazdálkodást alkalmaz; Castello di Casalborgonét, egy 
luxuskastélyt Olaszországban, amely arra invitálja az embereket, 
hogy megtapasztalják az élet eleganciáját; és a Double D Ranchet 
Houston külterületén, Texasban, amely egy másfajta életmódot 
mutat a világnak.
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„Rengeteg ‘Aha’-pillanat van a Létezz 
önmagadként és megváltozik a 
világ könyvben. Alig tudtam letenni! 
Megerősít abban, hogy tovább menj, 
akkor is, ha úgy éreznéd, hogy nem 
vagy rá képes. Ez a könyv annak szól, 
aki igazán készen áll a változásra, és 
megadja hozzá az eszközöket is.”

– Sue, Kalifornia

Dr. Heer számos könyv szerzője a megtestesülés, gyógyulás, férfiak, 
pénz és kapcsolatok témakörében, valamint két gyermekkönyvé 
is. A Létezz önmagadként és megváltozik a világ című könyve első 
számú bestseller, és több, mint tizenöt különböző nyelven adták 
ki. Dr. Heer minden évben több ezer emailt kap olyan olvasóktól, 
akiket a Létezz önmagadként és megváltozik a világ című könyv 
ösztönzött arra, hogy éljenek. A szavaival képes kivezetni az 
embereket az önkritikából és a „sohasem vagyok elég” folyamatos 

érzéséből a kérdés, csodálkozás és hála érzetébe azért, hogy élnek.

Return of the Gentleman 
(Az úriember visszatérése)
A 2018. szeptemberében megjelent Return of the Gentleman (Az 
úriember visszatérése) című könyv kifejezi Dr. Heer vágyát arra, 
hogy egy új párbeszédet kezdeményezzen arról, mit is jelent 
valójában férfinak lenni, a címkéken és sztereotípiákon túl. Dr. Heer 
célja, hogy beszéljen a férfiasság válságáról, és újradefiniálja, mit 
jelent úriembernek lenni. Ez a cél felkeltette a média érdeklődését 
világszerte, a reggeli TV műsoroktól kezdve Ausztráliában és az 
USA-ban, a férfiakkal kapcsolatos népszerű weboldalakig, mint 
például a GQ és az Executive Style. A témák között szerepeltek 
a férfiak zavaros szerepei, annak a fontossága, hogy a kisfiúkat 
úriembernek neveljük, valamint az „alfahím” mentalitás veszélyei. 
Dr. Heer végső soron annak fontosságára hívja fel a figyelmet, hogy 

át tudjuk ölelni azt a férfit, akit a tükörben látunk.

Létezz önmagadként és megváltozik a világ
Nemzetközi bestsellere, a Létezz önmagadként és megváltozik a 
világ egy igazán újító eszköztár a világ keresőinek – azoknak az 
embereknek, akik tudják, hogy valami más is lehetséges, de eddig 
még sohasem voltak meg az eszközeik ahhoz, hogy megteremtsék 
azt, amire vágynak. 

Eszközök és processzek egyedi készletét használva, amelyet Access 
Consciousnessnek hívnak, Dr. Heer végigvezet a lépéseken, hogy 
kérdésből és választásból működj, tíz másodperces szakaszokban 
élj, engedd meg magadnak, hogy hozzáférj mindahhoz, amit már 
ösztönösen tudsz, és hatékony változást teremts az életedben és 
a világban. Dr. Heer sebezhetőséggel, tisztánlátással és humorral 
merít személyes átalakulásából és azoknak a tízezreknek a 
bölcsességéből, akikkel együtt dolgozott világszerte, hogy 
megmutassa azt a dinamikus változást, ami valójában lehetséges. 
Azért, hogy segítsen felismerni, hogy nem vagy elrontva, nincs 
veled semmi baj, és hogy olyan képességeid és erőd van, ami túltesz 
a legvadabb álmaidon is. 

 

Ingyenes hanganyag
A Létezz önmagadként és megváltozik a világ című könyv 
bevezetőjét és első fejezetét tartalmazó ingyenes hanganyag, 

amelyet Takács Linda olvas fel, itt található:

http://beingyouchangingtheworld.com/hu
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As our lives get busier, we can’t 
always find the time to be perfectly 
presented from breakfast to dinner, 
but one Brisbane medispa has 
been offering clients just that - for 
more than 30 years.

EffortlEss 
bEauty

Often when A woman wakes up with makeup, 
it doesn’t come with the confidence to brave the 
school run or a brunch date…but iBeauty Medispa 
has a different take on things.

the medispa has provided effortless beauty 
solutions for more than 30 years, with their main 
focus of permanent makeup solutions through 
cosmetic tattooing. with experience that can’t 
be rivalled, iBeauty owner Stafania Capitelli, 
introduced Cosmetic tattoo treatments to Brisbane 
in 1985, applying eyeliner and lipliner to ‘80s 
women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
look good while saving time. 

working alongside Stafania for the past 25 years, 
daughter and beautician Marina explains a lot has 
changed since the ‘80s, including the evolution 
and improvement of cosmetic tattoo techniques, 
their client base demographic, which now includes 
women as young as 18 through to 80, and the 
shift to a more positive perception of cosmetic 
tattooing. One thing that still hasn’t changed 
though, she says, is the need to save time while 
still loving our daily appearance.

Marina says there are plenty of options for 
natural looking permanent makeup these days, 
as she describes the medispa’s ‘hair stroke’ 

technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.

“Lips can also look fuller and symmetrical using 
a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
whole lip area, while eyeliner can be given a soft, 
smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”

the medispa offers free consultations for 
cosmetic tattooing and if you mention Style 
Magazines this month you’ll receive $100 off any 
cosmetic tattoo procedure.

iBeauty Medispa 
Queens plaza, 226 Queen st, the City 
p 3229 9900 www.iBeautyMedispa.CoM.au

promotion

Marina and Stafania Capitelli

mention Style 
MagazineS to 
receive $100 off  

any cosmetic 
tattoo procedure 

this month.

Journo hannah chats with author, 
speaker and life coach Dr Dain 
heer about how to stop judging 
and love our bodies.
 
GrOwinG up in the ghetto in LA where he 
was “the only white face for miles”, Dr Dain 
heer suffered abuse from a young age. But Dain 

reached a turning point where he thought to 
himself, “so what? what are you going to do with 
your life now?”

15 years later, Dain is facilitating people with 
the tools they need to be happy. he says nearly 
everyone experiences some form of body image 
difficulty, and believes judgement is one of the 
most damaging things we can put upon ourselves.

Dain suggests some tips to set you on the path 
to loving your body:

recognise judgement – notice you’re •	
judging your body and make the 
choice to do something different.
Ask yourself “where did this judgement •	
come from?” if the judgement is not 
coming from yourself, pin point where it 
is coming from and return to sender.
Asking a question will empower – questions •	
such as “what’s right about my body that i’m 
not getting?” or “what will it take to change?” 
takes out the wrongness, sets you on a different 
mental track and can be the catalyst for change.
Create a connection – your relationship with •	
your body is like that with another human being. 
Ask your body “what would you like to eat, 
drink, wear?” when you have a connection, 
your body will change just by you asking.

www.drdainheer.CoM

SEE DR DAIN HEER  
IN BRISBANE:
date:  thursday may 7 
time:  6pm registration, 7pm start
Where: gambaro hotel, caxton st 
price:  $150

for tickets and further 
information, visit the Website.
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As our lives get busier, we can’t 
always find the time to be perfectly 
presented from breakfast to dinner, 
but one Brisbane medispa has 
been offering clients just that - for 
more than 30 years.

EffortlEss 
bEauty

Often when A woman wakes up with makeup, 
it doesn’t come with the confidence to brave the 
school run or a brunch date…but iBeauty Medispa 
has a different take on things.

the medispa has provided effortless beauty 
solutions for more than 30 years, with their main 
focus of permanent makeup solutions through 
cosmetic tattooing. with experience that can’t 
be rivalled, iBeauty owner Stafania Capitelli, 
introduced Cosmetic tattoo treatments to Brisbane 
in 1985, applying eyeliner and lipliner to ‘80s 
women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
look good while saving time. 

working alongside Stafania for the past 25 years, 
daughter and beautician Marina explains a lot has 
changed since the ‘80s, including the evolution 
and improvement of cosmetic tattoo techniques, 
their client base demographic, which now includes 
women as young as 18 through to 80, and the 
shift to a more positive perception of cosmetic 
tattooing. One thing that still hasn’t changed 
though, she says, is the need to save time while 
still loving our daily appearance.

Marina says there are plenty of options for 
natural looking permanent makeup these days, 
as she describes the medispa’s ‘hair stroke’ 

technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.

“Lips can also look fuller and symmetrical using 
a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
whole lip area, while eyeliner can be given a soft, 
smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”

the medispa offers free consultations for 
cosmetic tattooing and if you mention Style 
Magazines this month you’ll receive $100 off any 
cosmetic tattoo procedure.

iBeauty Medispa 
Queens plaza, 226 Queen st, the City 
p 3229 9900 www.iBeautyMedispa.CoM.au

promotion

Marina and Stafania Capitelli

mention Style 
MagazineS to 
receive $100 off  

any cosmetic 
tattoo procedure 

this month.

Journo hannah chats with author, 
speaker and life coach Dr Dain 
heer about how to stop judging 
and love our bodies.
 
GrOwinG up in the ghetto in LA where he 
was “the only white face for miles”, Dr Dain 
heer suffered abuse from a young age. But Dain 

reached a turning point where he thought to 
himself, “so what? what are you going to do with 
your life now?”

15 years later, Dain is facilitating people with 
the tools they need to be happy. he says nearly 
everyone experiences some form of body image 
difficulty, and believes judgement is one of the 
most damaging things we can put upon ourselves.

Dain suggests some tips to set you on the path 
to loving your body:

recognise judgement – notice you’re •	
judging your body and make the 
choice to do something different.
Ask yourself “where did this judgement •	
come from?” if the judgement is not 
coming from yourself, pin point where it 
is coming from and return to sender.
Asking a question will empower – questions •	
such as “what’s right about my body that i’m 
not getting?” or “what will it take to change?” 
takes out the wrongness, sets you on a different 
mental track and can be the catalyst for change.
Create a connection – your relationship with •	
your body is like that with another human being. 
Ask your body “what would you like to eat, 
drink, wear?” when you have a connection, 
your body will change just by you asking.

www.drdainheer.CoM

SEE DR DAIN HEER  
IN BRISBANE:
date:  thursday may 7 
time:  6pm registration, 7pm start
Where: gambaro hotel, caxton st 
price:  $150

for tickets and further 
information, visit the Website.
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introduced Cosmetic tattoo treatments to Brisbane 
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women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
look good while saving time. 

working alongside Stafania for the past 25 years, 
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As our lives get busier, we can’t 
always find the time to be perfectly 
presented from breakfast to dinner, 
but one Brisbane medispa has 
been offering clients just that - for 
more than 30 years.

EffortlEss 
bEauty

Often when A woman wakes up with makeup, 
it doesn’t come with the confidence to brave the 
school run or a brunch date…but iBeauty Medispa 
has a different take on things.

the medispa has provided effortless beauty 
solutions for more than 30 years, with their main 
focus of permanent makeup solutions through 
cosmetic tattooing. with experience that can’t 
be rivalled, iBeauty owner Stafania Capitelli, 
introduced Cosmetic tattoo treatments to Brisbane 
in 1985, applying eyeliner and lipliner to ‘80s 
women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
look good while saving time. 

working alongside Stafania for the past 25 years, 
daughter and beautician Marina explains a lot has 
changed since the ‘80s, including the evolution 
and improvement of cosmetic tattoo techniques, 
their client base demographic, which now includes 
women as young as 18 through to 80, and the 
shift to a more positive perception of cosmetic 
tattooing. One thing that still hasn’t changed 
though, she says, is the need to save time while 
still loving our daily appearance.

Marina says there are plenty of options for 
natural looking permanent makeup these days, 
as she describes the medispa’s ‘hair stroke’ 

technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.

“Lips can also look fuller and symmetrical using 
a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
whole lip area, while eyeliner can be given a soft, 
smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”

the medispa offers free consultations for 
cosmetic tattooing and if you mention Style 
Magazines this month you’ll receive $100 off any 
cosmetic tattoo procedure.

iBeauty Medispa 
Queens plaza, 226 Queen st, the City 
p 3229 9900 www.iBeautyMedispa.CoM.au

promotion

Marina and Stafania Capitelli

mention Style 
MagazineS to 
receive $100 off  

any cosmetic 
tattoo procedure 

this month.

Journo hannah chats with author, 
speaker and life coach Dr Dain 
heer about how to stop judging 
and love our bodies.
 
GrOwinG up in the ghetto in LA where he 
was “the only white face for miles”, Dr Dain 
heer suffered abuse from a young age. But Dain 

reached a turning point where he thought to 
himself, “so what? what are you going to do with 
your life now?”

15 years later, Dain is facilitating people with 
the tools they need to be happy. he says nearly 
everyone experiences some form of body image 
difficulty, and believes judgement is one of the 
most damaging things we can put upon ourselves.

Dain suggests some tips to set you on the path 
to loving your body:

recognise judgement – notice you’re •	
judging your body and make the 
choice to do something different.
Ask yourself “where did this judgement •	
come from?” if the judgement is not 
coming from yourself, pin point where it 
is coming from and return to sender.
Asking a question will empower – questions •	
such as “what’s right about my body that i’m 
not getting?” or “what will it take to change?” 
takes out the wrongness, sets you on a different 
mental track and can be the catalyst for change.
Create a connection – your relationship with •	
your body is like that with another human being. 
Ask your body “what would you like to eat, 
drink, wear?” when you have a connection, 
your body will change just by you asking.

www.drdainheer.CoM
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introduced Cosmetic tattoo treatments to Brisbane 
in 1985, applying eyeliner and lipliner to ‘80s 
women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
look good while saving time. 

working alongside Stafania for the past 25 years, 
daughter and beautician Marina explains a lot has 
changed since the ‘80s, including the evolution 
and improvement of cosmetic tattoo techniques, 
their client base demographic, which now includes 
women as young as 18 through to 80, and the 
shift to a more positive perception of cosmetic 
tattooing. One thing that still hasn’t changed 
though, she says, is the need to save time while 
still loving our daily appearance.

Marina says there are plenty of options for 
natural looking permanent makeup these days, 
as she describes the medispa’s ‘hair stroke’ 

technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.
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a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
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smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”
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still loving our daily appearance.
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technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.
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a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
whole lip area, while eyeliner can be given a soft, 
smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”
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women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
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their client base demographic, which now includes 
women as young as 18 through to 80, and the 
shift to a more positive perception of cosmetic 
tattooing. One thing that still hasn’t changed 
though, she says, is the need to save time while 
still loving our daily appearance.

Marina says there are plenty of options for 
natural looking permanent makeup these days, 
as she describes the medispa’s ‘hair stroke’ 

technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.

“Lips can also look fuller and symmetrical using 
a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
whole lip area, while eyeliner can be given a soft, 
smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”

the medispa offers free consultations for 
cosmetic tattooing and if you mention Style 
Magazines this month you’ll receive $100 off any 
cosmetic tattoo procedure.
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Journo hannah chats with author, 
speaker and life coach Dr Dain 
heer about how to stop judging 
and love our bodies.
 
GrOwinG up in the ghetto in LA where he 
was “the only white face for miles”, Dr Dain 
heer suffered abuse from a young age. But Dain 

reached a turning point where he thought to 
himself, “so what? what are you going to do with 
your life now?”

15 years later, Dain is facilitating people with 
the tools they need to be happy. he says nearly 
everyone experiences some form of body image 
difficulty, and believes judgement is one of the 
most damaging things we can put upon ourselves.

Dain suggests some tips to set you on the path 
to loving your body:

recognise judgement – notice you’re •	
judging your body and make the 
choice to do something different.
Ask yourself “where did this judgement •	
come from?” if the judgement is not 
coming from yourself, pin point where it 
is coming from and return to sender.
Asking a question will empower – questions •	
such as “what’s right about my body that i’m 
not getting?” or “what will it take to change?” 
takes out the wrongness, sets you on a different 
mental track and can be the catalyst for change.
Create a connection – your relationship with •	
your body is like that with another human being. 
Ask your body “what would you like to eat, 
drink, wear?” when you have a connection, 
your body will change just by you asking.

www.drdainheer.CoM

SEE DR DAIN HEER  
IN BRISBANE:
date:  thursday may 7 
time:  6pm registration, 7pm start
Where: gambaro hotel, caxton st 
price:  $150

for tickets and further 
information, visit the Website.
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RÁDIÓ ÉS PODCASTOK
Dr. Heer szerepelt különböző rádióműsorokban világszerte, 
és meghívták podcastok is vendégként, például a 
Mindvalley podcast Vishennel, az Addicted2Success, a 
Menprovement, a Nice Guys on Business, a Let’s Talk About 
It Taylor Nolannel a Bachelorból (A Nagy Ő), és még sokan 
mások.

MAGAZINOK
Dr. Heer írásai sok magazinban megjelentek 
Ausztráliában, az USA-ban, Új-Zélandon, Izraelben, 
Indiában és az Egyesült Királyságban.

ONLINE
Dr. Heer rendszeresen ír olyan csatornákra, mint például 
a Huffington Post, a Popsugar, a MindBodyGreen, a Finer 
Minds és a Thought Catalog. Szerepelt még sok más online 
kiadványban világszerte, beleértve a GQ-t, a Maximot, az 
Executive Style-t és a The Good Men Projectet.

DOKUMENTUMFILMEK
Dr. Heer szerepelt néhány dokumentumfilmben, mint 
például a Conversations in Consciousness, a Your Second 
Fifty, az E-Motion, a Beyond Words és az It’s Okay To Be 
Happy. Nagy közönség előtt tartott előadásokat, beleértve 
a 2019-es Mindvalley University-t Horvátországban.

TV
Dr. Heer rendszeresen 
megjelenik különböző 
TV műsorokban, mint 
például a KTLA, a Great 
Day Washington, a Gaia 
TV, a Fox News, a Morning 
Show Australia and New 
Zealand és a Great Day 
Houston. Nézd meg a 
kiemelt pillanatokat itt.
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As our lives get busier, we can’t 
always find the time to be perfectly 
presented from breakfast to dinner, 
but one Brisbane medispa has 
been offering clients just that - for 
more than 30 years.

EffortlEss 
bEauty

Often when A woman wakes up with makeup, 
it doesn’t come with the confidence to brave the 
school run or a brunch date…but iBeauty Medispa 
has a different take on things.

the medispa has provided effortless beauty 
solutions for more than 30 years, with their main 
focus of permanent makeup solutions through 
cosmetic tattooing. with experience that can’t 
be rivalled, iBeauty owner Stafania Capitelli, 
introduced Cosmetic tattoo treatments to Brisbane 
in 1985, applying eyeliner and lipliner to ‘80s 
women heading into the workforce, who wanted to 
look good while saving time. 

working alongside Stafania for the past 25 years, 
daughter and beautician Marina explains a lot has 
changed since the ‘80s, including the evolution 
and improvement of cosmetic tattoo techniques, 
their client base demographic, which now includes 
women as young as 18 through to 80, and the 
shift to a more positive perception of cosmetic 
tattooing. One thing that still hasn’t changed 
though, she says, is the need to save time while 
still loving our daily appearance.

Marina says there are plenty of options for 
natural looking permanent makeup these days, 
as she describes the medispa’s ‘hair stroke’ 

technique, where brow fullness and shape is 
achieved by recreating individual hair strokes.

“Lips can also look fuller and symmetrical using 
a ‘lip blush’ technique with tattoo colour over the 
whole lip area, while eyeliner can be given a soft, 
smokey look to enhance natural lash lines.”

the medispa offers free consultations for 
cosmetic tattooing and if you mention Style 
Magazines this month you’ll receive $100 off any 
cosmetic tattoo procedure.

iBeauty Medispa 
Queens plaza, 226 Queen st, the City 
p 3229 9900 www.iBeautyMedispa.CoM.au
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Marina and Stafania Capitelli

mention Style 
MagazineS to 
receive $100 off  

any cosmetic 
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this month.

Journo hannah chats with author, 
speaker and life coach Dr Dain 
heer about how to stop judging 
and love our bodies.
 
GrOwinG up in the ghetto in LA where he 
was “the only white face for miles”, Dr Dain 
heer suffered abuse from a young age. But Dain 

reached a turning point where he thought to 
himself, “so what? what are you going to do with 
your life now?”

15 years later, Dain is facilitating people with 
the tools they need to be happy. he says nearly 
everyone experiences some form of body image 
difficulty, and believes judgement is one of the 
most damaging things we can put upon ourselves.

Dain suggests some tips to set you on the path 
to loving your body:

recognise judgement – notice you’re •	
judging your body and make the 
choice to do something different.
Ask yourself “where did this judgement •	
come from?” if the judgement is not 
coming from yourself, pin point where it 
is coming from and return to sender.
Asking a question will empower – questions •	
such as “what’s right about my body that i’m 
not getting?” or “what will it take to change?” 
takes out the wrongness, sets you on a different 
mental track and can be the catalyst for change.
Create a connection – your relationship with •	
your body is like that with another human being. 
Ask your body “what would you like to eat, 
drink, wear?” when you have a connection, 
your body will change just by you asking.

www.drdainheer.CoM

SEE DR DAIN HEER  
IN BRISBANE:
date:  thursday may 7 
time:  6pm registration, 7pm start
Where: gambaro hotel, caxton st 
price:  $150

for tickets and further 
information, visit the Website.
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